


Wow...what an amazing journey. We’ve come a long way in a short 30 
years. The Tigé story is telling on just how far passion can take you. We 
have sought out solutions where no one else could. We dream big and 
question the way things have always been done. In the process, our boats 
and innovations have ignited a revolution in watersports.

But technology, innovation, and industry �rsts only tell half the story—
our ultimate satisfaction is found in the countless smiles, high �ves, and 
stories told again and again.

I am so thankful for the Tigé Team, our dealers, and our supply chain 
partners that have contributed their passion and talents to this mission. 
After 30 years, it’s still an unbelievable feeling to see our owners love Tigé 
just as much as we do. 

Charlie, Founder and CEO







Pigeon �nalizing the details of the second Tigé model, the FSLM, 
introducing the boating world to the Tigé Experience in 1992.

Tigé (short for Charlie’s childhood nickname “Tiger”) was born when Charlie designed 
and built a new brand of boat with a small team in Tigé’s �rst factory in Texas.

Thirty years ago...
...boat makers didn’t question the rules, let alone break them.

Charlie Pigeon, founder, owner, and active CEO of Tigé had worked as an 
executive for most of the inboard boat manufacturers. He said, “I know I can 
do better.” He challenged the industry with his core values—not accepting 
the status quo and a passion for giving customers a dramatically unique 
experience—with boats that performed like crazy and were much more fun. 
We took the best attributes of a hardcore tournament ski boat and turned it 
into a versatile boat that families around the world could enjoy. Tigé boats 
blew customers away—they were easy to drive, had breakthrough styling, 
roominess, luxury trim, and provided a thrilling experience on the water.

When the �rst Tigé began to make wakes, the world had never seen a 
boat quite like it. Tigé’s very �rst boat in the water was named “Rookie of the 
Year” by Waterski Magazine.

Charlie established the Tigé brand because he knew there was another 
level that hadn’t been reached yet; he dared to give customers a new level of 
adrenaline with a boat that created feelings and an environment more 
exciting than a roller coaster—the freedom, the air, the water. People had 
to have it. The industry grew from hundreds of people to thousands who 
wanted that experience.

If we could laminate passion, we would. Instead, we use �berglass.



Tigé’s performance and engineering proves 
superior and expands to international 

markets. Today, Tigé has a family of sales 
and service dealers in 13 countries worldwide.

The Tigé revolution begins. 
The first model, 2000SLM Comp, 

is voted Rookie of the Year.

Charlie Pigeon, Owner/Founder and 
CEO of Tigé, worked many years as an 

executive for other leading wake boat 
brands, but saw the opportunity to 

put the customers experience first.

TAPS advances to its second generation 
with the addition of a hydraulic wake 

plate for on-the-fly adjustments, making 
Tigé the first and only inboard with full-trim 

capability. Since then, the rest of the industry 
has followed.

Making waves—again. Tigé is granted its first 
patent for TAPS (Tigé Adjustable Performance 

System) wake-shaping technology.

From 2000–2007, Tigé served as the Official Towboat of the 
IWSF World Wakeboard Championship Series, launching the 

first worldwide tour with stops in France, South Africa,Japan, 
Brazil, Australia, and Canada.

The patented Convex V Hull is 
introduced to work hand-in-hand 

with TAPS, making it easier than 
ever to dial pro-level wakes.
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Tigé begins production at its new 
state-of-the-art factory and world 

headquarters in Abilene, Texas.

 
Another Tigé first: TigéTouch is 

introduced as the first touchscreen 
control panel in the inboard market.

More patents are awarded to Tigé 
that will contribute to future new 

product development.

Tigé’s excellence in product development, 
branding, and enthusiasm wins the 

Buzz Brand of the Year through the WSIA.

The Alpha E2 Electric Powered 
Tower hits the market and sparks 

another revolution. The Alpha E2 
was voted WakeWorld’s Innovation 

of the Year in its first year.

Tigé Boats Inc. sets up for 
further growth and expansion 

with creation of sister brand, 
ATX Surf Boats.

Tigé advances performance 
with TAPS 3T and the GO 

System, the most intuitive 
and versatile technology to hit 

the market.
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Limited Edition
For three decades, Tigé has led the boating world through its ongoing history of industry �rsts, out-of-
the-box thinking and next-gen design. The 30th Anniversary Limited Edition brings a special, celebratory 
touch to the already stunning ZX Class. From the moment you get inside, you will experience the �nest 
materials, re�ned details, and the expert craftsmanship that Tigé is celebrating today.

*The 30th Anniversary Edition will have a limited production of only 30 boats, available in any ZX Class model.















Riding at the Forefront of Innovation
Since the legend of Tigé was born, we build on it year after year with new 
innovations and technology that are centered around creating your perfect 
day on the water. From the new GO System and TAPS 3T to handcrafted 
interiors, you will �nd yourself surrounded by more standard features than 
any other boat brand. You can sit back, relax, and enjoy great days and even 
greater memories.



DETAILS

SURF GO SURF
Epic waves on demand. Just 
select your surf range on the Tigé 
CLEAR User Experience and then 
you’re on your way with your 
perfect wave.

WAKE GO WAKE
Versatility is built into our core. 
Loaded with underfloor ballast, 
the proven performance of the 
Convex V Hull and TAPS 3T, your 
pro-level wakes will be epic and 
the setup will be easy.

SKI GO SKI
A soft slalom wake will be served up 
when you’re ready to switch things 
up. Just push GO SKI, select your 
skill level, and you’ll be ready to roll.

HOME
GO HOME
When you’re ready to head in and 
call it a day, the GO HOME feature 
will automatically drain ballast and 
set cruise control to 30 mph. 

GO SYSTEM



Ready, Set...
Whether you’re setting up for wakesurfing, wakeboarding, skiing, or heading 
home, the all-new GO System powered by TAPS 3T makes dialing in your 
boat literally effortless. Just push ‘GO’ and your cruise control, ballast, 
and TAPS 3T settings will automatically be set. No set up or dialing in 
instructions needed! You’ll get massive barrels right out of the box. 

Our skilled and passionate team spent hundreds of hours on the water to 
integrate the hull design, surf plate technology, and powerful actuators 
into the most sophisticated and intuitive interface in the industry. The 
GO System software is designed specifically for each Tigé model so your 
waves and wakes are on-demand and on-point.

LEFT TO RIGHT: GO Surf, GO Wake, GO Ski

The GO System and TAPS 3T is the only system perfected down to the 
millimeter so that it will deliver consistent waves and wakes, set after set.



TAPS 3T

FOUR ELEMENTS 
OF ADAPTABILITY

TRIM CAPABILITIES
Tigé is the only inboard to give 
you full trim capability—made 
possible by the Convex V Hull 
and TAPS 3T. Other inboards only 
have partial trim. The adjustability 
of TAPS 3T results in increased 
maneuverability and better fuel 
efficiency.

CLEAR + SMART WHEEL
Tigé CLEAR and Smart Wheel add 
an extra layer of convenience and 
versatility. All within one touch, 
you can change your speed, surf 
side, settings, and activate the 
RearView Camera.

HIGHLY-PERFECTED 
MARINE GRADE ACTUATORS
TAPS 3T’s marine grade actuators 
were built for performance. 
Standard marine actuators that 
are utilized as surf actuators can’t 
deliver this level of dependability, 
nor push the demands of the sport.

ZERO OFF™ CRUISE CONTROL
GPS speed control that’s easy to 
use for recreational drivers and 
precise with immediate response 
for world-class competitors.



The power of the TAPS 3T actuators will put our patented hull design in its prime performance 
position. Its strength will overcome any setup or con�guration you throw at it. 

Easy as 1, 2, TAPS 3T
TAPS 3T loads your wave with power and push, at the push of a button. It's 

always adjustable, always consistent, and always �ring.

Utilizing military grade actuators that apply over 3,000 lbs of pressure per 

actuator, TAPS 3T is the only system perfected down to the millimeter so that it 

will deliver reliable and consistent waves and wakes, set after set. 

The center plate, the original TAPS system, gives you precise control over the 

running attitude, planing, and maneuverability, as well as wake shape control 

for wakeboarding and waterskiing. When you’re ready to wakesurf, the outer 

plates will engage and our highly-perfected actuators will go to work. When 

TAPS 3T is engaged, it will create minimal directional change and won’t pull 

against your steering wheel.

Precision and accuracy are the name of our game. No matter the size or place-

ment of your crew, TAPS 3T and Tigé CLEAR will dial in the most powerful surf 

wave you’ll ever experience.



           Patented Convex V Hull                 Traditional Planing Hulls

DETAILS

TAPS 3T VERSATILITY
Versatility comes e¢ortless with the 
GO System. Just select your activity 
on the CLEAR screen and your Tigé 
will do all the work.

TAPS 3T SURF SYSTEM
TAPS 3T is a list-enhancement 
device, shifting your Tigé into its 
prime wave producing position. 
TAPS 3T makes dialing in your 
perfect ride time after time 
e¢ortless. 

COMFORT AND SAFETY
The ability to make precise 
adjustments to the running 
attitude allows the driver to 
soften the ride and reduce 
noise, while keeping passengers 
comfortable, safe, and dry.

FUEL ECONOMY
Our unique hull shape was 
designed to work with the natural 
flow of water. This combined with 
the Indmar Raptor engine and our 
precise torque ratios are sure to 
save you more than just your time 
at the pump.

CONVEX V



Proven and Patented Performance
Our Convex V Hull (Patent #6874441) is designed to work with the flow of 
water instead of dragging against it. Every inch of the Convex V Hull has 
been sculpted, engineered, and proven to work in synergy with nature, the 
laws of physics, and, more specifically, the Coanda Effect—the phenomena 
of fluid adhering to a curved surface.

The curved running surface of the Convex V Hull activates the Coanda 
Effect, causing static water pressure to drop and, as a result, pulls the boat 
deeper into the water. By eliminating the lift of a planing hull and going 
with the flow, your Tigé will produce wakes with more ease and better fuel 
efficiency than any other boat on the water.

TAPS 3T and its powerful actuators maximize the natural capabilities of the 
Convex V Hull. Any configuration or running attitude necessary to create 
optimum performance is the product of TAPS 3T shifting the Convex V Hull 
into its prime performance position.



DETAILS

REARVIEW CAMERA 
With a rear view while in both 
forward and reverse, you can 
stay in the action and keep 
passengers safe. 

ZERO OFF™ GPS 
CRUISE CONTROL 
The GPS driven Zero Off Cruise 
Control is easy to use for 
recreational drivers but also 
provides best-in-class immediate 
response for professional 
competitors.

AUDIO/VIDEO
Enjoy your playlist from anywhere 
on the boat with no strings attached. 
Using electronically tuned zone 
control, you can select and adjust 
the volume of each Wet Sounds 
speaker zone throughout all areas 
of your Tigé.

BALLAST
Filling and emptying ballast tanks 
is simple and intuitive. With just 
one touch you can be on your way 
with your perfect wake.

FAVORITES
Customize your Smart Wheel to 
store your favorite boat action 
and CLEAR screen, assuring your 
favorite functions are just one 
touch away.

ABOVE: Tigé Smart Wheel and CLEAR

CLEAR



CLOCKWISE: Tigé Smart Wheel Controls, Tigé Keyless Ignition, InCharge Phone Holder with Wireless Charging

Easy does it all.
TIGÉ CLEAR
Tigé CLEAR is positioned exactly where you would want it to be—just to the right 

of your steering wheel, next to the throttle. With the clearest forward-visibility, 

largest surface area, and brightest screen in the industry, our intuitive interface 

allows you to easily access all the action on a 11″ tablet-sized touchscreen.

Tigé CLEAR is the next-generation of on-board technology and is sure to 

elevate everything about your experience in a Tigé. Using commands and 

gestures similar to today’s smartphones and tablets, you can easily navigate 

through your day on the water with highly intelligent design, intuitive control, 

and always have a clear view ahead.

SMART WHEEL
The Italian leather-wrapped Tigé Smart Wheel allows you to do it all without 

your hands ever leaving the wheel, unlike our competitor’s more complicated 

systems. The hub of the wheel is fully functional, stationary, and seamlessly 

connects with the Tigé CLEAR User Experience for a quick and tactile experi-

ence. Among the controls are Audio, Volume, Zero O¢™ Cruise Control, TAPS 3T, 

and more.



DETAILS

CLOSED COOLED
Helps maintain consistent engine 
temperatures contributing to better 
fuel economy and performance. 
Ultimately eliminates corrosion, 
leading to long engine life and 
better resale value.

TORQUE CENTRIC 
PERFORMANCE
The larger, standard 6.2L engine 
provides additional torque and 
power than a 5.3L. Push the weight 
demands of the sport with lower 
RPM, faster acceleration, and more 
fuel efficiency.

QUIET RIDE
Combining the overhead cam 
engine design with the Indmar IVD 
Transmission results in an engine 
that runs smooth and quiet.

FUEL ECONOMY
Our unique hull shape coupled 
with a perfectly tailored gear ratio 
results in precisely calculated 
torque and up to a 33% increase in 
fuel economy over the competition. 
We’re serious. Put us to the test.

TOWSPORT SPECIFIC 
MARINE OIL PAN
Designed to optimize oil pick-up 
at steep boat angles and high G 
turns, the purpose-built marine 
oil pan removes the worry of oil 
starvation. You can count on your 
Tigé having better resale value.

RAPTOR



O¨-road and On-water Legend
RAPTOR SERIES BY INDMAR
Feel the raw power of the standard 6.2L Indmar Raptor Series—the �rst 

purpose-built engines designed speci�cally for watersports in over two 

decades. Thanks to the Raptor Series’ unmatched torque, you can maximize 

the amount of push in your wave and pop o¢ your wake without worrying 

about extra power for the load. But it doesn’t stop there. The Raptor Series’ 

customized torque ratio is speci�cally designed to work hand-in-hand with 

our patented Convex V Hull allowing your Tigé to run at a lower RPM, resulting 

in up to a 33% increase in fuel economy, less noise, smoother cruising, less 

maintenance, and more prop range. With closed cooling as a standard feature, 

you will experience trouble-free operation, peace of mind, and a better resale 

value for when you’re ready for your next Tigé.

The 6.2-liter V8 engine, the same power plant in the world’s most reliable and 

best selling F-150 SVT Raptor and F-Series Super Duty trucks, is sure to make 

you feel acceleration in more than just your heart rate. The Raptor Series is 

available in 400, 440, 460 or ROUSH Charged 575.

Indmar’s Raptor Series o¢ers more power, more torque and better fuel 

economy than any other engine on the market.

Tigé’s in-house Indmar technician is hands-on in the installation process 
and approves the performance of every engine before it leaves the factory.



DETAILS

EVERYTHING. EASIER.
By lowering forward on a single 
hinge point, the Alpha E2 Tower is 
self-supported and is reinforced 
with its base design. 

STRENGTH & DURABILITY
Utilizing an electric actuator with 
integral braking systems, the Alpha 
E2 Tower is designed to sustain 
over 3000 lbs of holding force.

HIGH. TECH.
The Alpha E2 Tower sets the bar 
high—and by high, we mean a 
minimum of 6'3".

ONE LESS STEP
Thanks to our electric actuator, 
the Tigé Alpha E2 Tower is able to 
raise and lower e¢ortlessly without 
the additional step of unhinging a 
latching mechanism.

TIGÉ 5 LIMITED WARRANTY 
Tigé has every inch of the Alpha 
E2 Tower covered with the Tigé 5 
Limited Warranty. The Tigé 5 Limited 
Warranty is the most transparent, 
comprehensive warranty that 
provides owners with maximum 
coverage and minimal limitations.

ALPHA E2



High on Tech, High on Style
ALPHA E2 ELECTRIC POWERED TOWER
The Alpha E2 Powered Tower has made an electric statement in technology, 

design, and versatility, so the award of Innovation of the Year spoke for 

itself. The voters chose the Alpha E2 Powered Tower as their favorite product 

over hundreds of other new innovations introduced to the market throughout 

the year.

Engineered with all of your uses in mind, the solid, silent, and smooth Alpha E2 

Tower will electronically lower with the push of a button, e¢ortlessly making your 

Tigé the perfect �t within seven seconds. Rigorously tested using Finite Element 

Analysis and crafted with custom aluminum extrusions and Delrin plastic 

�ttings, the Alpha E2 Tower has been precisely engineered for unprecedented 

strength and reliability. Your ride will be solid, structured, and soundproof for 

many years to come. 

With your Alpha E2 Power Tower completely folded, the Protect-All Cover will 

assure that your �nishes, speakers, and lighting are safe and sound. As you 

uncover your Tigé for your next set, you can be guaranteed that it will be perfect 

in all of its glory. 

ABOVE: Alpha M2 Shock Assisted Tower



DETAILS

SURF BIMINI
Keep cool and dry with full 
protection in seconds. Crafted 
with machined aluminum billet and 
stainless steel, the Surf Pocket 
Bimini is the strongest, most 
durable on the water. It stores on top 
of the Alpha E2 Tower and lowers 
with the tower for easy storage.

PROTECT-ALL BOAT COVER
Keep your Tigé fully-covered 
and fully-protected with the 
Outer Armour Protect-All Cover. 
The Vacu-Hold System secures 
everything you love about your 
Tigé, and will keep your boat in 
perfect condition, safe, and free 
from the elements.

BLADE LIGHTS
Add a whole new level of 
personalization and swagger to 
your setup with the LED Blade 
Lights. Choose from an almost 
never-ending color wheel and set 
the lights to move to the beat of 
your playlist. 

COVE COVER
The Cove Cover will attach to your 
E2 bimini and extend to the end of 
your transom. Keep the kids and 
family out of the sun, but still in 
the boat. 

SWIM PLATFORM LADDER
Need an extra boost? The Swim 
Platform Ladder automatically 
retracts and makes getting in 
the boat easier than ever.

CLOCKWISE: Tigé10 tower speaker, Protect-All Boat Cover, Swim Platform Ladder

ACCESSORIES



Load It Up
The Alpha E2 Tower sets the bar high. All of your favorite features integrate 

seamlessly and have been precisely placed for space, clearance, and 

optimal performance.

WET SOUNDS
To sound the best, you must o¢er the best. That’s why we have partnered with 

the industry’s leading manufacturer of marine audio equipment, Wet Sounds, for 

an exclusive speaker design. Each Tigé model has been speci�cally pre-tuned 

by Wet Sounds to produce extraordinary sound for an extraordinary boat.

TIGÉ THRUSTER CONTROL SYSTEM
The Tigé Thruster Control Package adds an extra layer of convenience for driv-

ers of any skill level. Working o¢ an entirely isolated battery, the Tigé Thruster 

is reliable and dependent for when you need it most. Connected directly to your 

throttle, you can quickly move the transom of your Tigé to the left or right so that 

you can navigate docks, marinas, or the open water with more con�dence. 

CLOCKWISE: Tigé Thruster Control Package, Surf Bimini and Cove Cover, RGB Grab Handles



ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

15X CUSTOMER SATISFACTION
We’re proud to be the Recipient of 
our 15th Marine Industry CSI Award. 
No other inboard manufacturer has 
won this award more.

AMERICAN BOAT BUILDERS
Tigé is a proud member of the 
ABA, an industry Who’s Who 
of strong, independent boat 
manufacturing companies.

WARRANTY



With You All the Way
TIGÉ 5 LIMITED WARRANTY
Quality and dependability are engineered and manufactured into every Tigé, 

and The Tigé 5 Limited Warranty is designed to keep your time on the water 

as pleasurable and worry-free as possible. The Tigé 5 (�ve year/500-hour 

warranty) is the most transparent, comprehensive warranty in the inboard 

segment that provides owners with maximum coverage and minimal limitations.

LIFETIME HULL REPLACEMENT
Tigé o¢ers the only complete hull replacement warranty in the industry. If you 

ever experience a structural hull failure, at any time while you own your boat, 

Tigé will replace it with a new boat. While we’re proud to o¢er this warranty, we 

are even more proud of the fact we’ve never seen a Tigé structural hull failure. 

We’ll ensure you can always enjoy the trusted integrity of a solid ride. 

AWARD WINNING CUSTOMER SATISFACTION
Customer satisfaction has been, and always will be, Tigé’s #1 priority. We’re 

proud to be the Recipient of our 15th Marine Industry CSI Award. No other 

inboard manufacturer has won this award more.

Tigé‘s are handcrafted to perfection. We believe in our product 
so much that we created Tigé 5, the industry’s best warranty.



A First-Class Experience
Loaded with iconic design, thoughtful details, massive performance, and 
a slew of standard features, the ZX Class delivers an all around �rst-class 
experience. The ZX Class is not only the elite of the Tigé line, but the elite of 
the industry.

Take a seat in any of the ZX models and you’ll instantly recognize comfort 
and luxury as Tigé‘s renowned diamond-stitched interior contours around 
you. Every element has been precisely appointed to be exactly where you 
want it, from technology to functional layouts and storage. ZX Class models 
are truly works of art.

But we know that simply looking good is not enough. Those seeking a �rst-
class experience also demand �rst-class performance. The ZX Class will 
deliver epic waves, wakes, and multi-sport versatility on demand with the 
GO System powered by TAPS 3T and the Convex V Hull.

Whether you’re behind the boat or behind the wheel, expect only next level 
luxury, performance, and style from the Tigé ZX Class.

ZX  CLASS

THE T IGÉ





Length: 25'

Beam: 102"

Seating: 19

Weight: 6300 lbs

Ballast: 4700 lbs

Fuel: 80 gal

25 ZX





Length: 23'5"

Beam: 102"

Seating: 16

Weight: 5950 lbs

Ballast: 3950 lbs

Fuel: 57 gal

23 ZX





Length: 21'6"

Beam: 102"

Seating: 14

Weight: 5500 lbs

Ballast: 3100 lbs

Fuel: 46 gal

21  ZX





25 ZX
LENGTH

25' (7.60 m)

BEAM
102" (259 cm)

WEIGHT
6300 lb (2858 kg)

BALLAST
4700 lb (2131.88 kg)

FUEL
80 gal (303 l)

SEATING
19

DRAFT
29" (74 cm)

STORAGE
131.38 ft3 (3.72 m3)

23 ZX
LENGTH

23'5" (7.14 m)

BEAM
102" (259 cm)

WEIGHT
5950 lb (2699 kg)

BALLAST
3950 lb (1791.69 kg)

FUEL
57 gal (216 l)

SEATING
16

DRAFT
29" (74 cm)

STORAGE
121.67 ft3 (3.45 m3)

21 ZX
LENGTH

21'6" (6.60 m)

BEAM
102" (259 cm)

WEIGHT
5500 lb (2495 kg)

BALLAST
3100 lb (1406.14 kg)

FUEL
46 gal (174 l)

SEATING
14

DRAFT
29" (74 cm)

STORAGE
92.54 ft3 (2.62 m3)

•  Alpha E2 Powered Tower 

with Swivel Board Racks

• BoatMate Trailer

• Convex V Hull

• Dual Fuel Fills

• Electronic Isolator and Dual Batteries

• GatorStep Non-Skid Flooring

• GO System Powered by TAPS 3T

• InCharge Phone Holder

• Indmar Raptor Motor

• Indmar V 2:1 Transmission 

• Isotta Smart Wheel

• Luxe Diamond Stitch Interior

• Plug and Play Ballast, includes 2 rear bags

• Portside Transform Seating

• RearView Camera

• ReCline Seat with Luxe Stitch

• Sea Strainer Flush Kit

• Silent Surf Exhaust

• Surf + Wake XL Underºoor Ballast

• Tigé 5 Limited Warranty

• Tigé CLEAR XL Touch Screen

• Tigé Keyless Ignition

• Tigé Pro Driver Mirror—14"

• Tigé Shiv’r 54 Removable Cooler

• Transom Flip Up Seats

• Walkthrough Transom

• Wet Sounds Power Premium Audio System

• Zero O¢™ GPS Cruise Control

• ZX Airframe Elite Windshield

• ZX Chromax Badging

ZX CLASS STANDARD FEATURES

*Boat speci�cations, details, and features may vary and are subject to change.

ZX CLASS SPECS *









Length: 23'

Beam: 102"

Seating: 16

Weight: 6000 lbs

Ballast: 4100 lbs

Fuel: 65 gal

23 RZX





Length: 22'

Beam: 102"

Seating: 16

Weight: 5600 lbs

Ballast: 3800 lbs

Fuel: 65 gal

22 RZX





Length: 20'

Beam: 102"

Seating: 13

Weight: 4975 lbs

Ballast: 3000 lbs

Fuel: 46 gal

20 RZX





23 RZX
LENGTH
23' (7 m)

BEAM
102" (259 cm)

WEIGHT
6000 lb (2722 kg)

BALLAST
4100 lb (1859.73 kg)

FUEL
65 gal (246 l)

SEATING
16

DRAFT
29" (74 cm)

STORAGE
122.75 ft3 (3.48 m3)

22 RZX
LENGTH

22' (6.70 m)

BEAM
102" (259 cm)

WEIGHT
5600 lb (2540 kg)

BALLAST
3800 lb (1723.65 kg)

FUEL
65 gal (246 l)

SEATING
16

DRAFT
29" (74 cm)

STORAGE
79.16 ft3 (2.24 m3)

20 RZX
LENGTH

20' (6.10 m)

BEAM
102" (259 cm)

WEIGHT
4975 lb (2257kg)

BALLAST
3000 lb (1360.78 kg)

FUEL
46 gal (174 l)

SEATING
13

DRAFT
29" (74 cm)

STORAGE
85.75 ft3 (2.43 m3)

• Alpha M2 Shock Assisted Tower

• BoatMate Trailer

• Brushed Aluminum Helm Wheel

• Convex V Hull

• Dual Fuel Fills

• Electronic Isolator and Dual Batteries

• GatorStep Non-Skid Flooring

• GO System Powered by TAPS 3T

• Indmar Raptor Motor 

• Indmar V 2:1 Transmission

•  Plug and Play Ballast, includes 

2 rear & 2 bow bags

• ReCline Seat with Sport Stitch

• RZX Aluminum Phone Holder

• RZX Chromax Badging

• RZX Airframe Windshield

• Sea Strainer Flush Kit

• Sport Stitch Interior

• Surf + Wake XL Underºoor Ballast

• Tigé 5 Limited Warranty

• Tigé CLEAR XL Touch Screen

• Tigé Pro Driver Mirror—14"

• Transom Flip Up Seats

• Walkthrough Transom

• Wet Sounds Power Audio System

• Zero O¢™ GPS Speed Control

RZX CLASS STANDARD FEATURES

*Boat speci�cations, details, and features may vary and are subject to change.

RZX CLASS SPECS *





The Legend Returns
The all-new Z3 returns to represent Tigé’s 30 years of innovation, and 
honors its history of being the best-selling Tigé of all time. Pro athletes, 
families, and beginners have found wake making perfection behind the Z3 
for years. It set the bar for how a boat should perform and quite literally 
shaped the sport of wakesur�ng.

The new Z3 carries the traditional styling of the original model but takes 
on a modern touch. Seamlessly sculpted with Tigé’s renowned diamond-
stitched interior and all of the essentials for your day on the water, the Z3 
will deliver the good times whether you’re behind the wheel or behind the 
boat. Just touch GO and the all-new Z3 is guaranteed to show you why this 
legend deserves a comeback.

Z  CLASS

THE T IGÉ





Length: 23'5"

Beam: 102"

Seating: 16

Weight: 5350 lbs

Ballast: 3750 lbs

Fuel: 57 gal

Z3





Z3
LENGTH

23'5" (7.14 m)

BEAM
102″ (259 cm)

WEIGHT
5350 lb (2427 kg)

BALLAST
3750 lb (1700.97 kg)

FUEL
57 gal (216 l)

SEATING
16

DRAFT
29" (74 cm)

STORAGE
118.35 ft3 (3.35 m3)

• Air Shelves

• Alpha M2 Shock Assisted Tower

• Aluminum Phone Holder

• BoatMate Trailer

• Brushed Aluminum Helm Wheel

• Convex V Hull

• Diamond Stitch Interior

• Electronic Isolator and Dual Batteries

• GatorStep Non-Skid Flooring

• GO System Powered by TAPS 3T

• Indmar Raptor Motor

• Indmar V 2:1 Transmission

• ReCline Seat with Diamond Stitch

• Sea Strainer Flush Kit

• Surf + Wake XL Ballast

• Tigé 5 Limited Warranty

• Tigé CLEAR XL Touch Screen

• Transom Flip Up Seats

• Walkthrough Transom

• Wet Sounds Premium Audio System

• Z Chromax Badging

• Z Airframe Windshield

• Zero O¢™ GPS Speed Control

Z CLASS STANDARD FEATURES

*Boat speci�cations, details, and features may vary and are subject to change.

Z CLASS SPECS *





Vivid Blue Vivid MidnightVivid Turquoise

Vivid Sand

Vivid Cosmo

Vivid EmeraldVivid Brunette Vivid Verde

Vivid SeasideVivid Denim

Vivid Volt

Vivid Fire RedVivid Orange Vivid Purple

Vivid GraphiteVivid Silver Vivid Black

Vivid Razz

Frost GraphiteStone Black

Sky Blue Electric Blue

Steel Blue

SublimeElectric Yellow Mint

Red

Navy Blue

* Gelcoat and interior colors shown are a printed representation of o¨ered color options. To see exact color matches, please refer to color samples at your Tigé dealership.

GELCOATS *



Natural†

Paci�c Blue

Navy Violet Stone Mint Cosmo Black Seaside

Deep Orange

Razz Electric Yellow Sublime Aqua Steel Blue Electric Blue Teal Denim

Frost Almond Onyx† Sport Red†Flint Gray†Cognac†

† Available in CoolTouch.

INTERIORS *








